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In this study, vocal tract area functions for one American English speaker, recorded using magnetic
resonance imaging, were used to simulate and analyze the acoustics of vowel nasalization.
Computer vocal tract models and susceptance plots were used to study the three most important
sources of acoustic variability involved in the production of nasalized vowels: velar coupling area,
asymmetry of nasal passages, and the sinus cavities. Analysis of the susceptance plots of the
pharyngeal and oral cavities, −�Bp+Bo�, and the nasal cavity, Bn, helped in understanding the
movement of poles and zeros with varying coupling areas. Simulations using two nasal passages
clearly showed the introduction of extra pole-zero pairs due to the asymmetry between the passages.
Simulations with the inclusion of maxillary and sphenoidal sinuses showed that each sinus can
potentially introduce one pole-zero pair in the spectrum. Further, the right maxillary sinus
introduced a pole-zero pair at the lowest frequency. The effective frequencies of these poles and
zeros due to the sinuses in the sum of the oral and nasal cavity outputs changes with a change in the
configuration of the oral cavity, which may happen due to a change in the coupling area, or in the
vowel being articulated. © 2007 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.2722220�

PACS number�s�: 43.72.Ar, 43.70.Bk, 43.70.Fq �DOS� Pages: 3858–3873

I. INTRODUCTION

Vowel nasalization has been studied extensively over the
last several decades. Although researchers have been suc-
cessful in finding several acoustical �Bognar and Fujisaki,
1986; Dickson, 1962; Fant, 1960; Fujimura and Lindqvist,
1971; Hattori et al., 1958; Hawkins and Stevens, 1985;
House and Stevens, 1956; Maeda, 1982b, c; Stevens et al.,
1987� and perceptual �Beddor, 1993; Bognar and Fujisaki,
1986; Hattori et al., 1958; Hawkins and Stevens, 1985;
House and Stevens, 1956; Maeda, 1982c� correlates of na-
sality, automatically extractable acoustic parameters �APs�
that work well in a speaker-independent manner still remain
elusive. A study to understand the salient features of nasal-
ization, and the sources of acoustic variability in nasalized
vowels is, therefore, not just desirable, but in fact needed to
find knowledge-based APs to detect vowel nasalization.

Vowel nasalization is not an easy feature to study be-
cause the exact acoustic characteristics of nasalization vary
not only with the speaker �i.e., with changes in the exact
anatomical structure of the nasal cavity�, but also with the

particular sound upon which it is superimposed �i.e., vowel
identity�, and with the degree of nasal coupling �Fant, 1960,
page 149�. Further, even though the articulatory maneuver
required to introduce nasalization, a falling velum, is simple,
the acoustic consequences of this coupling are very complex
because of the complicated structure of the nasal cavity. The
human nasal cavity consists of a movable fold called the
velum which controls the coupling between the vocal tract
and the nasal tract, two asymmetrical nasal passages which
end at the two nostrils, and several paranasal cavities �also
called sinuses�. This combination of degree of velum lower-
ing, asymmetry in the left and right nasal passages, and side
branches due to sinuses is the major source of acoustic vari-
ability observed in the spectra of nasalized vowels. Several
researchers in the past have tried to understand the spectral
effects of each of these components in isolation.

Fujimura and Lindqvist �1971� obtained continuous fre-
quency functions of the transfer characteristics of several
vowels, stops, nasal consonants and nasalized vowels by ex-
citing the vocal tract by an external sweep-tone signal. They
observed the appearance of an extra nasal pole-zero pair
around 400 Hz and damping of F2 in the spectra of the na-
salized vowels /u/, /o/ and /Ä/. They also proposed several
rules to predict the movement of the poles and zeros with
changes in velar coupling area for a lossless system based on
the plots of susceptance �imaginary part of the admittance� of
the pharyngeal, oral and nasal cavities looking into the re-
spective cavities from the coupling location. Maeda �1993�
simulated the spectra for French nasal vowels, and reiterated

a�Portions of this work have been presented in Pruthi, T., and Espy-Wilson,
C.Y. �2005�, “Simulating and understanding the effects of velar coupling
area on nasalized vowel spectra,” J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 118�3�, p. 2024
�ASA Meeting abstract�, and Pruthi, T., and Espy-Wilson, C.Y. �2006�, “An
MRI based study of the acoustic effects of sinus cavities and its application
to speaker recognition,” in Proceedings of Interspeech, pp. 2110–2113.

b�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic address:
tpruthi@umd.edu
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the rules for pole-zero movements suggested by Fujimura
and Lindqvist �1971� for varying coupling areas. He pro-
posed four different kinds of spectral modifications corre-
sponding to the vowels /i/, /u/, /�/, and /Å/. Feng and Castelli
�1996� viewed nasalized vowels as a dynamic trend from an
oral configuration towards an /G /-like configuration. The lat-
ter configuration corresponds to the case of just the pharyn-
gonasal tract when the velum falls to such an extent that it
blocks off the oral cavity completely. The first two resonance
frequencies were used to characterize this pharyngonasal
configuration. Simulations of the 11 French nasal vowels
with configurations varying between oral and pharyngonasal
were presented to illustrate pole-zero evolutions with varying
coupling areas. Feng and Castelli �1996� also suggested that
the main effect of maxillary sinus was to add complexity to
the low-frequency nasal spectrum. However, they did not
deal with the effects of the sinuses in detail.

Dang et al. �1994� recorded the nasal cavities of six
male speakers and one female speaker using magnetic reso-
nance imaging �MRI�. They observed a large asymmetry be-
tween the left and right nasal passages of the speakers and
suggested that this asymmetry leads to the introduction of a
pole-zero pair in the spectrum because of the side branch
effect. Acoustic modeling of the nasal cavity as two passages
confirmed the appearance of the extra pole-zero pair between
2 and 2.5 KHz. Further, simulation of nasal consonant spec-
tra with the inclusion of the maxillary and sphenoidal sinuses
suggested that it was necessary to include the paranasal cavi-
ties to model the acoustic characteristics of the nasal cavity
adequately.

Lindqvist-Gauffin and Sundberg �1976� indicated that a
simple two-tract model for the nasal cavity is insufficient to
explain the complications seen in the low frequency spec-
trum of nasals and nasalized vowels obtained by the sweep
tone experiments of Fujimura and Lindqvist �1971�. They
suggested that the observed acoustic effects could, however,
be explained if additional shunting cavities �i.e., sinuses�
were included in the modeling of the nasal cavity. They also
suggested that asymmetries in the two nasal passages, or the
sinuses, would introduce additional pole-zero pairs in the
spectrum. Maeda �1982b� has shown that the low resonance
characteristic of nasalized vowels is due to the sinus cavities.
He also found that the low resonance was important to make
the nasalized vowels sound more natural. However, he sug-
gested that further corroborations based on acoustic and ana-
tomical data were required to confirm the effects. Dang and
Honda �1996� estimated the zero frequencies and the loca-
tions of the sinus openings by directly measuring the trans-
mission characteristics of the nasal tract of three subjects.
Their results indicated that each of the sphenoidal, maxillary
and frontal sinuses introduce their own zeros into the trans-
mission characteristics of the nasal tract. In two out of the
three cases considered, the maxillary sinuses accounted for
the lowest zeros in the spectrum.

These studies, however, still leave several questions un-
answered. While the study by Fujimura and Lindqvist �1971�
gave a theoretical basis for predicting the movement of poles
and zeros as a function of the coupling area using suscep-
tance plots, they assumed a very simplistic but nonrealistic

model for changes in the coupling area. Therefore, this
model might be slightly inaccurate in predicting pole/zero
movements in a real setting and a more realistic model
should be pursued. Further, even though past literature has
clearly illustrated that each sinus can introduce its own zero
in the spectrum, it still does not tell us how these poles/zeros
would move with changes in coupling area or vowel. More-
over, only the studies by Dang et al. �1994� and Dang and
Honda �1996� were based on real anatomical data collected
by MRI.

MRI has become a standard for volumetric imaging of
the vocal tract during sustained production of speech sounds
�Alwan et al., 1997; Baer et al., 1991; Dang et al., 1994;
Matsumura, 1992; Moore, 1992; Narayanan et al., 1995,
1997�. Story et al. �1996� used MRI to create an inventory of
speaker-specific, three-dimensional �3D�, vocal tract air
space shapes for 12 vowels, three nasals and three plosives.
They also imaged the speaker’s nasal tract along with his left
and right maxillary sinuses and sphenoidal sinuses. The area
functions for the nasal cavity were not included in Story et
al. �1996�, but were made available in Story �1995�. Hardly
any attempts have ever been made to analyze nasalized vow-
els using MRI data. In this work, therefore, we will use the
MRI based area functions recorded by Story �1995� and
Story et al. �1996� to simulate the spectral effects of vowel
nasalization and analyze them in detail.

II. AREA FUNCTIONS

A. Vocal tract

Vocal tract area functions measured with MRI were re-
ported by Story et al. �1996� for one adult male speaker �the
first author of that study�. The area function collection in-
cluded 12 vowels, three nasal consonants, and three stop
consonants. For the present study, area functions for the /i/
and /Ä/ vowels reported in Story et al. �1996� served as the
two vocal tract shapes for simulation of vowels. They are
shown in the middle �/i/� and bottom �/Ä/� panels of Fig. 1.
Also indicated on these plots are the approximate locations
of the coupling of the main vocal tract to the nasal tract
under the condition of nasalization. These locations are
specified to be 8 cm from the glottis in both cases, as was
reported for the nasal consonants of Story et al. �1996�. The
coupling location serves to divide the vocal tract into pha-
ryngeal cavity and oral cavity. The region from glottis to the
coupling location is called the pharyngeal cavity, and the
region from the coupling location to the lips is called the oral
cavity. It is acknowledged that these coupling points may be
fairly rough approximations of their actual locations during
nasalized vowel production. Furthermore, it is also possible,
and perhaps likely, that the vocal tract shape for each of these
vowels would be somewhat modified from those shown in
Fig. 1 under nasalized conditions.

B. Nasal tract

MRI-based area functions of the nasal system were ob-
tained at the same time as the vowels and consonants. The
availability of area functions of the vocal and nasal tracts,
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both from the same speaker, made this data set particularly
attractive for simulating nasalized and nonnasalized vowels.

The MR images of the nasal system used in the present
study were acquired in June 1994 at the University of Iowa
Hospitals and Clinics. A General Electric Signa 1.5 T scan-
ner was used with the data acquisition mode set to Fast Spin
Echo and the scanning parameters set to TE=13 ms, TR
=4000 ms, ETL=16 ms, and NEX=2. During normal respi-
ration �no specific speech task�, an image set was acquired as
a contiguous series of 3-mm-thick coronal image slices ex-
tending from the nares �nostrils� to approximately the poste-
rior pharyngeal wall. The field of view for each slice was
26 cm�26 cm which, with a pixel matrix of 256�256, pro-
vided a pixel dimension of 1.016 mm/pixel. Two image sets
of the speaker’s nasal system were obtained. The first cap-
tured the natural state of the speaker’s nasal tract at the
specific point in time at which the images were collected.
The second image set was obtained after the speaker’s nasal
system had been treated with oxymetazoline nasal spray
�e.g., Afrin� to reduce any nasal tissue swelling that may
have caused slight congestion. Although the first image set
may represent a more natural speaking condition, the second
set presumably represented the most open condition of the
nasal system and would also be considered the most repeat-
able for making subsequent audio recordings of the speaker
�i.e., because the nasal spray can be reapplied at any time to
bring the speaker’s nasal system to its most open state�.
Thus, all subsequent analysis and modeling will be con-
cerned only with the image set based on this decongested
condition.

The analysis of the image sets was performed with VIDA

�Volumetric Image Display and Analysis� which is a general
image display and analysis package �Hoffman et al., 1992�.

Each image set was first subjected to a cubic voxel interpo-
lation so that the spatial resolution was the same in all di-
mensions �1.015 mm�. The airspace within each consecutive
coronal slice was then determined with a seeded-region
growing algorithm. Two views of a 3D reconstruction of the
nasal airspace in the decongested condition are shown in Fig.
2. These indicate the natural separation of the nasal system
into several distinct passages and cavities. In Fig. 2�a�, the
inferior portion of the nasopharynx �labeled A� can be seen
as a tubular structure that acoustically and aerodynamically
couples the main vocal tract to the nasal system when the
velum is in a lowered position �as it was during the image
collection�. As the nasopharynx tube extends superiorly it
bifurcates into the left and right nasal passages, the inferior
portion of which can be seen in Fig. 2�b� �EL and ER�. The
openings of these passages into the nasopharynx are called
the posterior nares. These passages extend anteriorly to their
termination at the anterior nares/nostrils �D in Fig. 2�a� and
DL and DR in Fig. 2�b��. Located at nearly the same point as
the bifurcation of the nasopharynx is the connection of the
ostia leading into the Sphenoid Sinus �SS� cavity; the cavity
can be seen in the upper left part of Fig. 2�a� �labeled B� but
the ostia are not visible. Connected to the left and right nasal
passages are the Maxillary Sinus �MS� cavities. These can be
seen in Fig. 2�b� �CL and CR� as the wing-like structures
extending laterally from both sides of the nasal system. No
visible connection from any part of the nasal system to either
the Frontal Sinus �FS� or the Ethmoid Sinus �ES� cavities
could be determined. Hence, they were excluded from the
image analysis.

Cross-sectional areas of the nasopharynx tube were mea-
sured with the same iterative bisection algorithm used for
measurement of the vocal tract area functions �Story et al.,

FIG. 1. �Color online� Areas for the vocal tract �oral cavity and pharyngeal cavity�, nasal tract, maxillary sinuses and sphenoidal sinus.
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1996, page 542�. The measured area variation can be seen in
the upper panel of Fig. 1 as the section that extends from
8–10 cm from the glottis. Although this is a short �2 cm�
section, the iterative bisection technique was needed to
traverse the curved portion of the nasopharynx. The 10 cm
point in this plot signifies the location at which the nasophar-
ynx bifurcates into the left and right nasal passages. The
cross-sectional areas along the length of these passages were
measured slice by slice with a region-of-interest �ROI� algo-
rithm, and the resulting area functions are again shown in the
upper panel of Fig. 1. Both begin at 10 cm from the glottis,
and, due to the bifurcation, it is noted that the cross-sectional
areas of the left and right passages at this point sum to nearly
the final cross-sectional area of the nasapharynx; their sum is
not exactly the same because the measurements of the left
and right nasal passages were made at a slightly more ante-
rior location than the final section of the nasopharynx. Both
the left and right passages extend to a location shown as
18.25 cm from the glottis. Between approximately
12–17 cm from the glottis, the right nasal passage maintains
cross-sectional areas that are about 1–1.5 cm2 less than
those of the left passage, thus producing a left versus right
asymmetry. Because these were measured from the decon-
gested condition, it is unlikely that the asymmetry is due to
congestion. A more likely cause is the speaker’s deviated
nasal septum that was revealed, in the raw images, to con-
strict the right passage.

The cross-sectional areas of the SS and the right and left
MS were also measured with the ROI algorithm. Anatomi-
cally, the sphenoid bone contains two sinus cavities sepa-
rated by an irregular midline septum �Zemlin, 1998, pages
220, 224�. Ostia provide the coupling of these two cavities to
the left and right nasal passages. Based on the images col-
lected, however, the separation of the sphenoid into two

separate cavities was not visible. Hence, the airspace within
the SS was analyzed as if it were one cavity. Consequently,
the measurements of the two ostia were summed to provide
one coupling port. The variation in cross-sectional area of the
sphenoid cavity is shown in the upper right plot of Fig. 1.
The x axis represents the distance from the point of coupling
to the left and right nasal passages. The cross-sectional areas
of both maxillary cavities were measured along the extent
from their respective anterior to posterior walls, and are
shown in the lower right plot of Fig. 1. They are nearly
identical in shape, though the left cavity is slightly smaller
than the right. The coupling of these cavities to the left and
right passages occurs at the locations indicated with open
circles in the upper panel of Fig. 1.

III. METHOD

In this study, VTAR �Zhang and Espy-Wilson, 2004�, a
computer vocal tract model, was used to simulate the spectra
for nasalized vowels with successive addition of complexity
to the nasal cavity to highlight the effects of each addition.
Given the description of area functions in Sec. II, the com-
plete structure of the model of the vocal tract and the nasal
tract used in this study is shown schematically in Fig. 3�c�.
Section IV A analyzes the acoustic changes due to the intro-
duction of coupling between the vocal tract and the nasal
tract, and due to changes in the coupling area. Hence, in this
section a simplified model of the vocal tract and nasal tract
�shown schematically in Fig. 3�a�� is considered. Section
IV B analyzes the effects of asymmetry between the left and
right nasal passages, and therefore, the model shown in Fig.
3�b� adds the complexity due to nasal bifurcation in the
model considered in this section. Section IV C examines the
effects of MS and SS on the acoustic spectrum. Hence, the

FIG. 2. Two views of the 3D reconstruction of the nasal cavity from the MRI data used in this study. The labels refer to specific regions within the nasal tract.
�a� Sagittal projection showing the speaker’s right side where A is the inferior portion of the nasopharynx, B is the sphenoid sinus cavity, C is the maxillary
sinus, and D is the nostril. �b� Nasal tract rotated to show the left and right sides from an inferior view where A is again the inferior portion of the nasopharynx,
CL and CR are the left and right maxillary sinuses, DL and DR are the left and right nostrils, and EL and ER are the left and right nasal passages, respectively.
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model shown in Fig. 3�c� is used for simulations in this sec-
tion.

The nasal cavity data shown in Fig. 1 were combined
with the oral cavity data for vowels /i/ and /Ä/ to obtain the
area functions for the nasalized vowels /i/ and /Ä/. It is as-
sumed that this combination gives an approximate model for
nasalized vowels. Two different methods to couple the vocal
tract with the nasal tract were considered in this study:

• Trapdoor coupling method: The area of the first section
of the nasopharynx �of length 0.34 cm� was set to the de-
sired coupling area and no other changes were made to
either the areas of the nasopharynx or the areas of the oral
cavity. This method of coupling approximates the model
used by Fujimura and Lindqvist �1971� where the coupling
port is essentially treated as a trap door with variable open-
ing and no effect on the shape of the vocal tract and nasal
tract.

• Distributed coupling method: The area for the first sec-
tion of the nasopharynx was set to the desired coupling
area and the areas of the rest of the sections of the na-
sopharynx were linearly interpolated to get a smooth varia-
tion in areas �i.e., the coupling was distributed across sev-
eral sections�. The difference between the areas of the
sections of the nasopharynx with the given coupling area
and the areas of the sections of the nasopharynx with no
coupling �0.0 cm2� was subtracted from the corresponding

sections of the oral cavity to model the effect of reduction
in the areas of the oral cavity because of the falling velum.
This procedure is also illustrated in the flow chart in Fig.
4�a�. Figure 4�b� shows an example of the adjusted/new
areas of the nasopharynx and the corresponding sections of
the oral cavity calculated by this procedure when the cou-
pling area is increased from 0.0 to 1.0 cm2. Maeda �1982b�
and Feng and Castelli �1996� used a similar procedure to
model the reduction in oral cavity areas. According to
Maeda �1982b�, this reduction in the oral cavity area is
very important to produce natural sounding nasalized
vowels.

In Sec. IV A, both the methods are used for introducing
coupling. The coupling areas are varied between 0.0 cm2 and
a maximum value which is limited by the vocal tract area at
the coupling location. In the case where the coupling area is
equal to the maximum value, the oral cavity is completely
blocked off by the velum and sound is output only from the
nasal cavity. This maximum value of the coupling area will,
henceforth, be referred to as the maximum coupling area.
Even though this pharyngonasal configuration is interesting
in an asymptotic sense �Feng and Castelli, 1996�, it should
be noted that it is unnatural or nonphysiological in the sense
that it would never really happen. A close look at Fig. 1
reveals that although /i/ is more closed than /Ä/ in the oral

FIG. 3. Structure of the vocal tract model used in this study. �a� Simplified structure used in Sec. IV A, �b� simplified structure used in Sec. IV B, �c� complete
structure. G= glottis, L= lips, N= nostrils, NL= left nostril, NR= right nostril, RMS= right maxillary sinus, LMS= left maxillary sinus, SS= sphenoidal sinus,
Bp= susceptance of the pharyngeal cavity, Bo= susceptance of the oral cavity, Bn= susceptance of the nasal cavity, Bl= susceptance of the left nasal passage,
and Br= susceptance of the right nasal passage. The black dot marks the coupling location.
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cavity, it is much more open than /Ä/ at the coupling location.
Hence, the possible range of coupling areas is much larger
for /i/ than for /Ä/. Simulations discussed in all other sections
of this paper use only the distributed coupling method.

Losses in the vocal tract and nasal tract were not in-
cluded in the simulations in this work in order to clearly
show the effects of each change in terms of poles and zeros.
The actual effects of additional poles and zeros introduced
into the spectrum due to nasalization might be small because
of these losses.

The following convention has been followed throughout
the paper: All peaks and dips due to the vocal tract are al-
ways referred to as formants and antiformants. All peaks and
dips due to the nasal cavity, asymmetrical passages, or the
sinuses are referred to as poles and zeros and pole-zero pairs.
A set of peaks or dips, some of which are due to the vocal
tract and some due to the nasal tract, is also referred to as
poles and zeros. This convention has been used partly be-
cause in many of the cases, extra peaks and dips due to
sinuses and asymmetry may only appear as small ripples in
the spectrum because of losses, and because of their proxim-
ity to each other. Therefore, it might not be fair to refer to
each small ripple as a formant. It must be noted, however,
that a peak �dip� in the spectrum is due to a pair of complex
conjugate poles �zeros�, even though in this paper the pair of
complex conjugate poles �zeros� is simply referred to as
“pole �zero�.” Further, note that the method used to decide
whether a peak or a dip is due to either the vocal tract or the
nasal tract is described below in Sec. IV A.

IV. VOCAL TRACT MODELING SIMULATIONS

In the simulations below, the effects of the following
will be analyzed in detail: �1� Degree of coupling between
the nasal cavity and the rest of the vocal tract, �2� asymmetry
between the two parallel passages in the nasal cavity, and �3�
the Maxillary and Sphenoidal sinuses.

A. Effect of coupling between oral and nasal cavities

Figures 5�a�, 5�b�, 6�a� and 6�b� show the transfer func-
tions, as calculated by VTAR �see Appendix A for a descrip-
tion of the procedure used to calculate the transfer functions�,

for the simulated vowels /i/ and /Ä/ for several different cou-
pling areas. Figure 5 corresponds to the trapdoor coupling
method, and Fig. 6 corresponds to the distributed coupling
method. The curve for the coupling area of 0.0 cm2 corre-
sponds to the transfer function of the pharyngeal and oral
cavities �from the glottis to the lips� in the absence of any
nasal coupling. The curve for the maximum coupling area, as
defined in Sec. III, corresponds to the transfer function from
the glottis to the nostrils when the oral cavity is completely
blocked off by the velum. Note that for the trapdoor coupling
method, only the output from the nose is considered for the
case of maximum coupling area, even though the oral cavity
does not get blocked in this case. Further, note that the trans-
fer functions for the maximum coupling area for the vowels
/i/ and /Ä/ do not match because of differences in the area
function of the pharyngeal cavity even though the nasal cav-
ity is approximately the same. The curves for the other cou-
pling areas correspond to the combined output from the lips
and the nostrils.

Figures 5�c� and 5�d� show the susceptance plots, as
calculated by VTAR �see Appendix A for a description of the
procedure used to calculate the susceptance plots�, for the
combined pharyngeal and oral cavities, −�Bp+Bo�, along
with the nasal cavity, Bn, for different coupling areas. These,
susceptances are calculated by looking into the particular
cavity from the coupling location �as illustrated in Fig. 3�a��.
As seen in the figures, the susceptance curves have singulari-
ties at the frequencies where the corresponding impedance is
equal to zero. In Figs. 5�c� and 5�d�, Bn and −�Bp+Bo� are
plotted for all the coupling areas for which the transfer func-
tions are plotted in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�. With an increase in
coupling area, plots for Bn move to the right, while the plot
for −�Bp+Bo� does not change since there is no change in the
oral and pharyngeal cavity areas. Plots of Bn correspond to
areas which vary between the least nonzero coupling area
and the maximum coupling area �for, e.g., 0.1–3.51 cm2 for
/i/�, since the nasal cavity is completely cut off for 0.0 cm2

coupling area. Figure 6 gives the same information as Fig. 5
except that Fig. 6 corresponds to the distributed coupling
method as described in Sec. III. Thus, in Figs. 6�c� and 6�d�,
in addition to the movement of the plots of Bnto the right, the
plots for −�Bp+Bo� move to the left with an increase in the

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Flow chart
of the procedure to get the area func-
tions for the oral and nasal cavity for
increase in coupling area, �b� An ex-
ample to illustrate the changes in na-
sopharynx areas and areas of corre-
sponding sections of the oral cavity
when the coupling area is changed
from 0.0 to 1.0 cm2.
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coupling area. The plots for −�Bp+Bo� correspond to areas
which vary between 0.0 cm2 and the second highest coupling
area �for, e.g., 0.0–2.4 cm2 for /i/�, since the oral cavity is
completely cut off for the maximum coupling area. In Figs.
5�c�, 5�d�, 6�c� and 6�d� the arrows above the zero suscep-
tance line mark the frequencies where Bp+Bo=0. These fre-
quencies are the formant frequencies for the non-nasalized
vowels. The arrows below the zero susceptance line mark the
frequencies where Bn=0. These frequencies are the pole fre-
quencies of the uncoupled nasal cavity. The poles of the
combined output from the lips and the nostrils appear at
frequencies where the curves for Bn and −�Bp+Bo� intersect
�i.e., frequencies where Bp+Bo+Bn=0�. Note that the fre-
quencies of the poles in Figs. 5�a�, 5�b�, 6�a� and 6�b� corre-
spond exactly to the frequencies at which the curves for
−�Bp+Bo� and Bn for the corresponding coupling areas in
5�c�, 5�c�, 6�c� and 6�d� respectively intersect.

Let us first consider the trapdoor coupling method.
Stevens �1998, page 306�, modeled this system as an acous-

tic mass, M =�� f /Af �where �= density of air, lf= length of
the first section, and Af= area of the first section�, in series
with the impedance of the fixed part of the nasal cavity, Znf

�see Fig. 7�a��. This lumped approximation is valid until a
frequency of 4000 Hz �the maximum frequency in consider-
ation here�, because f =4000 Hz� �c /� f�= �35,000/0.34�
=102,941 Hz. Since losses have been removed, the circuit
shown in Fig. 7�a� can be solved to obtain

Bn =
Bnf

1 − �BnfM
, �1�

where �=2�f and Bnf =−1/Znf. Thus, when M =� �that is,
the velar port is closed�. Bn=0, and when �M �1/Bnf, Bn

=Bnf. Further, the zero crossings of Bn do not change with a
change in the coupling area, but the singularities of Bn occur
at frequencies where 1/Bnf =�M. The static nature of the
zero crossings can be confirmed in Figs. 5�c� and 5�d�. Thus
the frequencies of intersections of the susceptance plots

FIG. 5. �Color online� Plots of the transfer functions and susceptances for /i/ and /Ä/ for the trapdoor coupling method as discussed in Sec. III. �a,b� Transfer
functions for different coupling areas, �c,d� plots of susceptances −�Bp+Bo� �dashed� and Bn �solid� for different coupling areas. The arrows above the zero
susceptance line mark the frequencies where Bp+Bo=0, and the arrows below the zero susceptance line mark the frequencies where Bn=0. The markers above
the �c� and �d� figures highlight the frequencies between which the different poles can move.
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change with the coupling area while the zero crossings re-
main anchored. A pole in the uncoupled system �decided by
the zero crossing of either −�Bp+Bo� or Bn� will move to the
frequency of the next intersection of −�Bp+Bo� and Bn in the
coupled system. This pole in the coupled system will be
referred to as affiliated to the nasal cavity if the pole due to a
zero crossing of Bn moved to this frequency, and as affiliated
to the vocal tract if a formant due to the zero crossing of
−�Bp+Bo� moved to this frequency. For example, in Fig.
5�d�, the first pole due to the zero crossing of Bn around

640 Hz moves to approximately 700 Hz in the coupled sys-
tem, and the pole due to the zero crossing of −�Bp+Bo�
around 770 Hz moves to approximately 920 Hz in the
coupled system. Thus the zero crossings of the plots for
−�Bp+Bo� and Bn determine the order of principle cavity
affiliations of the poles in the coupled system. Further, the
static nature of the zero crossings, along with the fact that
susceptance plots are monotonically increasing functions of
frequency, leads to the conclusion that the order of principle
cavity affiliations of the poles of the system cannot change
with a change in the coupling area �Fujimura and Lindqvist,
1971; Maeda, 1993� because, if for example, the zero cross-
ing of Bn is before the zero crossing of −�Bp+Bo�, then the
curves for Bn and −�Bp+Bo� would intersect before the zero
crossing of −�Bp+Bo�.Thus, according to this convention, the
order of principle cavity affiliations of the six poles for na-
salized /Ä/ is N, O, O, N, O, and O, where N= nasal cavity,
and O= vocal tract �i.e. either oral or pharyngeal cavities�.
Further

FIG. 6. �Color online� Plots of the transfer functions and susceptances for /i/ and /Ä/ for the distributed coupling method as discussed in Sec. III. �a,b� Transfer
functions for different coupling areas, �c,d� plots of susceptances −�Bp+Bo� �dashed� and Bn �solid� for different coupling areas. The boxed regions highlight
the regions where the zero crossings change. The arrows above the zero susceptance line mark the frequencies where Bp+Bo=0, and the arrows below the zero
susceptance line mark the frequencies where Bn=0.

FIG. 7. �a� Equivalent circuit diagram of the lumped model of the nasal
cavity. �b� Equivalent circuit diagram of a simplified distributed model of
the nasal tract.
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dBn

dM
=

�Bnf
2

�1 − �BnfM�2 � 0, �2�

which shows that Bn decreases as M decreases �or coupling
area increases� except at frequencies where Bnf =0 �recall
that Bnf is a function of f�. Since Bn is a monotonically
increasing function of frequency except at singularities, Eq.
�2� explains the rightward shift of Bn curves with increasing
coupling area along with the fact that this shift is not uniform
across all frequencies, and it saturates as the coupling area
increases �i.e., M approaches zero�. Hence, increase in cou-
pling area has the effect of increasing all the pole frequencies
�see Figs. 5�a� and 5�b��. Because susceptance plots are
monotonically increasing functions of frequency, and the
zero crossings are always at the same location, limits can be
placed on the movement of each pole. Thus, coupling be-
tween two cavities can only cause a pole to move between
the frequency location of the zero crossing corresponding to
the pole, and the frequency location of the next zero cross-
ing. These limits on pole movements are illustrated by the
markers above Figs. 5�c� and 5�d�.

The behavior of the susceptance curves described above
essentially outlined the rules proposed by Fujimura and
Lindqvist �1971� and Maeda �1993, page 150�. The rules,
however, change for the more realistic case corresponding to
the distributed coupling method. This case is shown in Figs.
6�c� and 6�d�. The following changes occur for such a case:

• A simplified distributed system model for this case is
shown in Fig. 7�b�. This model corresponds directly to the
lossless transmission line model used for the calculation of
susceptance plots by VTAR. Note, however, that this is a
simplified model because, in the simulations, several such
T sections were concatenated to model the change in velar
coupling area since the areas of the whole nasopharynx
were changed with a change in the coupling area. In this
case, the circuit shown in Fig. 7�b� can be solved to obtain

Bn =
Bnf�1 − �2MC� + �C

Bnf��3M2C − 2�M� − �2MC + 1
, �3�

where C= �Af� f� / ��c2�. This equation shows that the fre-
quencies of both the zero crossings and the singularities of
Bn will change with a change in M and C corresponding to
a change in coupling area. A similar analysis for Bo leads
to the conclusion that a change in the coupling area will
lead to a change in the frequencies of the zero crossings
and singularities of −�Bp+Bo�. The change will be even
more prominent when the areas of not just the first section,
but the first few sections change with a change in the cou-
pling area. This is clearly evident in the plots for −�Bp

+Bo� for both /i/ and /Ä/ �see the boxed regions in Figs.
6�c� and 6�d��. Further. Eq. �3� also suggests that the
change in the zero crossing frequency should be more
prominent at higher frequencies which is again evident in
the boxed regions in Figs. 6�c� and 6�d�. The zero crossing
frequency changes by about 200 Hz for /i/ around
3700 Hz, by about 30 Hz for /Ä/ around 1100 Hz, and by
50 Hz for /Ä/ around 3400 Hz. This change in the zero

crossing frequency also happens for Bn although the
change is much less evident in this case.

• In Figs. 6�c� and 6�d�, plots of Bn move to the right, and
plots of −�Bp+Bo� move to the left with an increase in the
degree of coupling. The zero crossings of Bn and −�Bp

+Bo� usually fall in frequency with an increase in the de-
gree of coupling, although no consistent pattern was ob-
served across all instances. Nothing, however, seems to
suggest that there cannot be a case where the zero cross-
ings of the two susceptance plots might cross over each
other. That is, it is possible that while one of the zero
crossings of −�Bp+Bo� was below Bn for a particular cou-
pling area, the zero crossing of Bn might be below the zero
crossing of −�Bp+Bo� for another coupling area. Therefore,
we speculate that there might be cases where the order of
principle cavity affiliations �as defined by the convention
above� of the poles of the coupled system does change
with a change in the coupling area, This change in the
order of principle cavity affiliations is especially possible
if the zero crossings of Bn and −�Bp+Bo� are close to each
other at a high frequency. Hence, the principle cavity af-
filiations can only be determined from the susceptance plot
for that particular coupling area.

• Pole frequencies need not increase monotonically with an
increase in coupling area. Pole frequencies may decrease
with an increase in the coupling area when the increase in
the nasal cavity area is more than compensated by a reduc-
tion in the oral cavity area. For example, the fourth for-
mant for the nasalized /i/ in Fig. 6�a� falls from 3030 Hz at
a coupling area 1.8 cm2 to 3006 Hz at a coupling area of
2.4 cm2 and the sixth formant falls from 3730 Hz at a cou-
pling area of 1.8 cm2 to 3640 Hz at a coupling area of
2.4 cm2. Similarly, the third formant for the nasalized /Ä/
in Fig. 6�b� falls from 1209 Hz at a coupling area of
0.8 cm2 to 1163 Hz at a coupling area of 1.0 cm2. This is
an example of reduction in the formant frequency because
of a change in the cavity configuration. This reduction was
also observed by Maeda �1982b�. Contrast this with Figs.
5�a� and 5�b� where formant frequencies never decrease.

It must be noted, however, that the very act of introduc-
ing coupling to a side cavity �i.e., changing the coupling area
from 0.0 cm2 to a finite value� cannot cause a pole frequency
to decrease. That is so because the susceptance plots are
monotonically increasing functions of frequency. Hence, in-
troduction of any kind of coupling can only lead to an in-
crease in the pole frequency. If the pole frequency decreases
after the introduction of coupling, then it means that the pole
at the lower frequency belongs to the side cavity �owing to a
lower frequency of zero crossing for the susceptance plot for
the side cavity�. One such example is the first pole of the
nasalized vowel /Ä/ in Fig. 6�b�. Introduction of coupling to
the nasal cavity causes a reduction in the frequency of the
first pole from 770 Hz at a coupling area of 0.0 cm2 coupling
to 706 Hz at a coupling area of 0.1 cm2 coupling, because of
a switch in the principle cavity affiliation of the first pole
from the oral cavity to the nasal cavity. This switch is evident
from the susceptance plot for /Ä/ in Fig. 6�d� which shows
the lower frequency of the zero crossing for Bn.
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It is clear from Figs. 6�a� and 6�b� that coupling with the
nasal cavity introduces significant changes in the spectrum.
In the case of /i/, nasal coupling of 0.1 cm2 introduces two
pole-zero pairs between F1 and F2 of the non-nasalized
vowel /i/. In the case of /Ä/, nasal coupling of 0.1 cm2 intro-
duces a pole below F1, a zero between F1 and F2, and an-
other pole-zero pair between F2 and F3 of the non-nasalized
/Ä/. With an increase in the coupling area, the distance be-
tween the nasal pole and zero increases and the nasal poles
become more and more distinct. The nasal zero can get
closer to an oral formant and reduce it in prominence. The
reduction in the prominence of an oral formant is clearly
visible for /Ä/ in Fig. 6�b� at a coupling area of 0.1 cm2. In
this case, the lowest peak in the spectrum is due to a nasal
pole. F1 is now around 900 Hz, however it is reduced in
amplitude due to the close proximity of the nasal zero �note
that in this case, according to the convention proposed
above, the lowest pole of the transfer function is interpreted
to be a nasal pole, and the weak second pole due to the
presence of the zero nearby as the shifted oral F1�, and again
around 1200 Hz at a coupling area of 1.0 cm2, when the
nasal zero is close to oral F2. The advantage of using the
susceptance plots to study the evolution of poles and zeros
with changing coupling area is evident here. These plots pro-
vide a systematic method to affiliate the poles to the oral/
nasal cavities and follow their evolution with changing cou-
pling areas. Without following this convention there would
be no way of judging whether the first pole in /Ä/ is affiliated
with the oral cavity or the nasal cavity.

Figure 6�a� shows that, as the coupling area for /i/ is
increased from 0.1 to 0.3 cm2, the two zeros around 2000 Hz
seem to disappear, and then reappear at a coupling of
1.8 cm2. This can be explained by the fact that the nasalized
vowel configuration is equivalent to a parallel combination
of two linear time variant systems which, in the case of na-
salized vowels, have the same denominator. Therefore, at the
output, the transfer function of the system from the glottis to
the lips, ARlip, will get added to the transfer function of the
system from the glottis to the nostrils, ARnose. The net effect
of this addition is that the zeros of the resulting combined
transfer function may become obscured. Figure 8 shows the
plots for ARlip �top plot�, ARnose �middle plot�, and ARlip

+ARnose �bottom plot� for a coupling area of 0.3 cm2 for /i/.
This figure shows that even though the top and middle plots
have zeros, the bottom plot does not. Thus, no zeros are seen
in the log-magnitude transfer function plots for /i/ at a cou-
pling area of 0.3 cm2.

B. Effect of asymmetry of the left and right nasal
passages

When the acoustic wave propagates through two parallel
passages, zeros can be introduced in the transfer function
because of the following reasons:

• A branching effect, where one of the passages acts as a
zero impedance shunt at a particular frequency, thus short
circuiting the other passage and introducing a zero in the
transfer function of the other passage. A single zero is ob-
served in the combined transfer function of the two pas-

sages. The location of this combined zero is in between the
frequencies of the zeros of the two passages �Stevens,
1998, page 307�.

• A lateral channel effect, which is analogous to the case for
/l/. Two kinds of zeros are observed in the transfer function
in this case. The first type of zero occurs because of a
reversal of phase with comparable magnitudes in the out-
puts of the two passages due to a difference in the lengths.
A difference in the area functions of the two passages be-
cause of asymmetry can be treated as being equivalent to a
difference in the length. The other type of zero occurs at a
frequency corresponding to a wavelength equal to the total
length of the two lateral channels �Prahler, 1998; Zhang
and Espy-Wilson, 2004�.

When the two passages are symmetrical, they can be
treated as a single cavity by summing the areas of the two
passages since none of the above phenomena would occur
for such a case �Prahler, 1998�. However, when the two pas-
sages are asymmetrical, as will be true generally, the reasons
outlined above can lead to the introduction of zeros in the
transfer function. It is not reasonable to treat this case as an
analogue to the case for /l/ because the two nostrils have
different opening areas �as can be seen from Fig. 1�, leading
to different radiation impedances, and hence, different pres-
sure at the openings. In the case of /l/, the two parallel paths
have the same output pressure since the parallel paths com-
bine at the opening �Zhang and Espy-Wilson, 2004�. Another
important factor is that both the nostrils open into free space,
and therefore, there is no more reason to treat them as “lat-
eral channels” than it is to treat the oral and nasal tracts as
lateral channels. Thus, it is more reasonable to treat the zero
introduced by the asymmetrical nasal passages as being be-
cause of the branching effect.

So, the two nasal passages introduce their own zeros at
frequencies f l �frequency at which the susceptance of the
right nasal passage Br=��, and fr �frequency at which the
susceptance of the left nasal passage Bl=��. The susceptan-

FIG. 8. �Color online� Plots of ARlip �transfer function from the glottis to the
lips� �top plot�, ARnose �transfer function from the glottis to the nostrils�
�middle plot� and ARlip+ARnose �bottom plot� at a coupling area of 0.3 cm2

for vowel /i/.
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ces Br and Bl are marked in Fig. 3�b�. A combined zero �as
explained in Stevens �1998, page 307�� will be observed in
the combined output of the two nasal passages at frequency
fz given by

fz = f l� 1 +
Ml

Mr

1 + � f l

f r
�2 Ml

Mr

, �4�

where

Mr/l = acoustic mass of the right/left passage

= �
i=all sections of

right/left passage

�li

Ai
�5�

� is the density of air, li is the length of the ith section and Ai

is the area of the ith section.
Figure 9 shows the transfer functions of the combined

vocal tract and nasal tract for the vowel /Ä/ at a coupling area
of 0.4 cm2, obtained by combining the left and right nasal
passages into a single tube of area equal to the sum of the
areas of the two tubes, and by treating the left and right
passages as two different tubes. The transfer function plots
show that the use of two tubes instead of one for the two
asymmetrical nasal passages leads to the introduction of ad-
ditional pole-zero pairs around 1649 Hz and around
3977 Hz. This figure also shows the combined transfer func-
tion of just the two nasal passages from the posterior nares to
the anterior nares. The location of the first zero in this trans-
fer function is 1607 Hz. Values of fr and f l were determined
to be 1429 and 1851 Hz, respectively, from the susceptance
plots of Bl and Br. Further, from our calculations Ml

=0.005 653 and Mr=0.006 588. Using these values in the
formula above gives fz=1615 Hz which is close to the value
�i.e., 1607 Hz� obtained from the simulated transfer function.

Dang et al. �1994� observed the introduction of zeros around
2–2.5 KHz due to two asymmetrical nasal passages.

C. Effect of paranasal sinuses

Figures 10�a� and 10�b� show the transfer functions of
the vocal tract with successive addition of the two asym-
metrical nasal passages and the right maxillary sinus �RMS�,
left maxillary sinus �LMS� and SS to highlight the changes
in the transfer functions of the nasalized vowels /i/ and /Ä/
with every addition of complexity to the nasal cavity. The
topmost curves in Figs. 10�a� and 10�b� show the transfer
functions with all the complexity due to the sinuses and the
asymmetrical passages added in. These curves correspond to
the model shown in Fig. 3�c�. Figures 10�c� and 10�d� show
the susceptance plots corresponding to the topmost curves in
Figs. 10�a� and 10�b�, respectively. A comparison of the Bn

curves in Figs. 10�c� and 10�d� with the Bn curves in 6�c� and
6�d� reveals the presence of four extra zero crossings in the
Bn curves in Figs. 10�c� and 10�d�, thus leading to four extra
poles in the transfer function of the uncoupled nasal cavity,
one each due to RMS, LMS, SS and the asymmetrical nasal
passages. It must be noted that, in reality, the curves of Bn

would be even more complicated since the human nasal cav-
ity has eight paranasal sinuses �four pairs� whereas only
three have been accounted for here. However, the effects of
most of these extra, pole-zero pairs may be small in real
acoustic spectra because of the proximity of poles and zeros,
and because of losses.

Figures 10�a� and 10�b� clearly show that one extra pole-
zero pair appears in the transfer functions of the nasalized
vowels /i/ and /Ä/ with the addition of every sinus. For /i/ the
poles are at 580, 664, and 1538 Hz, and for /Ä/ the poles are
at 451, 662, and 1537 Hz for RMS, LMS and SS, respec-
tively. The corresponding zeros are at 647, 717, and 1662 Hz
for /i/ and 540, 665, and 1531 Hz for /Ä/. Note that the pole
frequencies due to the sinuses are different for the two vow-
els because the pole frequencies are decided by the locations
where Bn=−�Bp+Bo�, and both Bp and Bo are different for
the two vowels �see Figs. 10�c� and 10�d��. The pole frequen-
cies due to the sinuses will also change with a change in the
coupling area, since, a change in the coupling area corre-
sponds to a change in both Bn and Bo. This observation is in
contrast to Stevens �1998, page 306� where it was suggested
that sinuses introduce fixed-frequency prominences in the
nasalized vowel spectrum. The surprising observation, how-
ever, is that even the frequencies of the zeros due to the
sinuses in the combined output of the oral and nasal cavities
change. The change in the frequencies of the zeros is surpris-
ing because sinuses have always been thought of as Helm-
holtz resonators, branching off from the nasal cavity, which
would introduce fixed pole-zero pairs in the nasal vowel
spectrum �Dang and Honda, 1996; Dang et al., 1994; Maeda,
1982b; Stevens, 1998�. A plausible explanation is as follows:

Consider Fig. 11 which shows a simplified model of the
vocal tract and nasal tract. In this figure, the nasal cavity is
modeled as a single tube with only one side branch due to a
sinus cavity. In this system both Uo /Us and Un /Us will have
the same poles �given by frequencies where Bn=−�Bp+Bo��,

FIG. 9. �Color online� Simulation spectra obtained by treating the two nasal
passages as a single tube, and by treating them as two separate passages, for
vowel /Ä/ at a coupling area of 0.4 cm2. It also shows the transfer function
from posterior nares to anterior nares.
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but different zeros. Zeros in the transfer function Uo /Us oc-
cur at frequency fn at which Bn=�, and zeros in the transfer
function Un /Us occur at frequency fo at which Bo=�, and at
frequency fs at which the susceptance of the side cavity Bs

=�. Then the overall transfer function T�s�= �Uo+Un� /Us is
given by

T�s� = a
�s − sn��s − sn

*�
snsn

* P�s� + �1 − a�

�
�s − so��s − so

*��s − ss��s − ss
*�

soso
*ssss

* P�s� , �6�

where sn= j2�fn, so= j2�fo, ss= j2�fs and P�s� is an all-pole
component that is normalized so that P�s�=1 for s=0. Fur-
ther, a=Mn / �Mo+Mn�, where Mn is the acoustic mass of the
nasal cavity and Mo is the acoustic mass of the oral cavity as
marked in Fig. 11 �note that other than the addition of a zero
due to the sinus, this analysis is similar to that presented in
Stevens �1998, page 307��. Equation �6� shows that the fre-
quencies of the zeros in T�s� will change with a change in
either sn, so, or ss. Note that, so and sn will change with a
change in the oral cavity and nasal cavity area functions,
respectively. A change in the oral cavity area function can
either be due to a change in the vowel being articulated, or
due to a change in the velar coupling area. A change in the
nasal cavity area function can be due to a change in the velar

FIG. 10. �Color online� Plots for /i/ and /Ä/ at a coupling of 0.1 cm2. �a,b� Transfer functions with successive addition of the asymmetrical nasal passages and
the sinuses �N= Nasal Cavity where the areas of the two asymmetrical nasal passages are added and they are treated as a single combined tube, 2N=2 Nasal
passages, RMS= right maxillary sinus, LMS= left maxillary sinus, SS= sphenoidal sinus�, �c,d� plots of −�Bp+Bo� �dashed� with Bn �solid� for /i/ and /Ä/ when
all the sinuses are included. o’s mark the locations of the poles for the coupled system.

FIG. 11. An illustration to explain the reason for the movement of zeros in
the combined transfer function �Uo+Un� /Us. The black dot marks the cou-
pling location.
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coupling area. The important point here is that even though
the sinuses themselves are static structures, what we observe
at the microphone is the combined output of the oral and
nasal cavities, and the effective frequencies of the zeros due
to the sinuses in this combined output can change with a
change in the configuration of the oral and nasal cavities.
Given this, it would not be correct to say that the effect of the
sinus cavities is constant for a particular speaker. Therefore,
although the configuration and area functions of the sinuses
may be unique for every speaker, the acoustic effects of the
sinus cavities on nasalized vowels may not be a very good
cue for speaker recognition.

Equation �6�, however, also implies that if the output
from only one of the cavities, say the nasal cavity, was ob-
served, then the frequencies of the zeros due to the sinuses in
the nasal cavity output will be static as long as there is no
change in the area function of the sinuses themselves. There-
fore, it can be concluded that the frequencies of the zeros due
to the sinuses in the nasal consonant spectra will not change
regardless of the area functions of the nasal cavity and the
oral side branch. The invariance in the frequencies of the
zeros due to the sinuses for the nasal consonants is confirmed
in Fig. 12 which plots the calculated transfer functions for
the nasal consonants /m/ and /n/. The pole locations will still
be different depending on the configuration of the vocal tract,
and the antiformant due to the oral cavity will also change
depending on which nasal consonant is being articulated �see
Fig. 12�. Thus, for the case of nasal consonants, the acoustic
effects of the sinus cavities may be a much more robust cue
for speaker recognition. A more detailed study of the impli-
cations of this result for speaker recognition was presented in
Pruthi and Espy-Wilson �2006�. The power spectrum during
the nasal consonants was, in fact, used by Glenn and Kleiner
�1968� for the purposes of speaker recognition. Using a
simple procedure, they were able to obtain an accuracy of
93% for 30 speakers.

Note that Eq. �6� would become much more complicated

if terms due to all the other sinuses are added to it. However,
the argument presented above is still applicable. Further, this
analysis is also directly applicable to the zero due to the
asymmetrical nasal passages in the combined output of the
oral and nasal cavities. The frequency of this zero in the
combined output of the oral and nasal cavities would change
with a change in the oral cavity configuration for nasalized
vowels, and would not change for nasal consonants �see
Figs. 10�a�, 10�b�, and 12�. The analysis presented in Sec.
IV B would still remain valid if the sinuses are added in to
the model. The only change would be that the frequency
location of the zero due to the asymmetrical nasal passages
would now be governed by a much more complicated equa-
tion of the form of Eq. �6�. Further, the analysis for changes
in velar coupling areas presented in Sec. IV A would also
remain valid, except that Bn would now be a lot more com-
plicated than the Bn shown in Figs. 6�c� and 6�d�.

As discussed in Sec. IV A, the principle cavity affiliation
of each pole for a particular coupling area can only be deter-
mined from the susceptance plot for that particular coupling
area. Thus, for the case shown in Fig. 10, the principle cavity
affiliations for /i/ are O, N, N, N, N, N, O, N, O, O and the
principle cavity affiliations for /Ä/ are N, N, O, N, O, N, N,
N, O, O. Note that, in Fig. 10�c� around 2500 Hz, the zero
crossing of −�Bp+Bo� occurs at a lower frequency than the
zero crossing of Bn, and in Fig. 10�d� around 2700 Hz, the
zero crossing of Bn occurs at a lower frequency than the zero
crossing of −�Bp+Bo�. This means that in the case of nasal-
ized /i/, the oral F2 always stays around 2500 Hz, and the
extra nasal pole moves to 3000 Hz, whereas in the case of
nasalized /Ä/, the oral F3 moves to a frequency around
3000 Hz.

As observed by Chen �1995, 1997�, we also find an extra
pole due to nasal coupling in the 1000 Hz region. However,
this does not mean that that this pole will always be in the
vicinity of 1000 Hz since its location can change signifi-
cantly with a change in the coupling at-area. In the simula-
tions here, this pole was found to go as high as 1300 Hz in
frequency for large coupling areas �see Fig. 6�a��. Thus using
the amplitude of the highest peak harmonic around 950 Hz
as an acoustic cue to capture the extra pole, as proposed by
Chen �1995, 1997�, might not be appropriate.

In the simulations here, the zeros due to MS were found
to be in the range of 620–749 Hz, and the zeros due to SS
were found to be in the range of 1527–1745 Hz. These val-
ues correspond well with the zero frequencies found by Dang
and Honda �1996� which were in the range of 400–1100 Hz
for MS, and 750–1900 Hz for SS.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The above analysis has provided critical insight into the
changes brought about by nasalization. Listed below are the
acoustic changes that have been shown to accompany nasal-
ization, and the reasons behind those changes from the point
of view of knowledge gained in this study.

• Extra poles and zeros in the spectrum: Several research-
ers in the past have reported the introduction of extra poles
and zeros in the spectrum as the most important and con-

FIG. 12. �Color online� Transfer functions for nasal consonants /m/ �solid, at
a coupling area of 1.04 cm2� and /n/ �dashed, at a coupling area of 1.2 cm2�
showing the invariance of zeros due to the sinuses and the asymmetrical
nasal passages. The zero frequencies are 665 Hz �RMS�, 776 Hz �LMS�,
1308 Hz �SS� and 1797 Hz �asymmetrical passages�.
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sistent acoustic correlate of nasality �Fant, 1960; Fujimura
and Lindqvist, 1971; Hattori et al., 1958; Hawkins and
Stevens, 1985; House and Stevens, 1956�. Simulations in
this study have shown that extra pole-zero pairs are intro-
duced in the spectrum of a nasalized vowel because of �1�
coupling between the vocal tract and the nasal tract, �2�
asymmetry between the left and right passages of the nasal
tract, and �3� the sinuses branching off from the nasal cav-
ity walls. These pole-zero pairs move with a change in the
coupling area, and the prominence of an extra pole for a
particular coupling area depends on the frequency differ-
ence between the pole and an adjacent zero. Previous re-
search has shown that the most prominent effects of these
poles are in the first formant region. Hawkins and Stevens
�1985� suggested that a measure of the degree of promi-
nence of the spectral peak in the vicinity of the first for-
mant was the basic acoustic property of nasality. It has also
been suggested that the low frequency prominence charac-
teristic of nasalized vowels is due to the sinuses �Chen,
1997; Dang and Honda, 1995; Lindqvist-Gauffin and Sun-
dberg, 1976; Maeda, 1982b�. Simulations presented above
support these views by confirming that the most important
change for /i/ is the appearance of the extra nasal pole
around 1000 Hz, and for /Ä/ it is the extra pole below
500 Hz due to MS.

• F1 amplitude reduction: Reduction in the amplitude of
F1 with the introduction of nasalization has been reported
in the past by Fant �1960� and House and Stevens �1956�.
The above analysis has shown that this effect should be
expected more for the case of low vowels than for high
vowels; the reason being that for low vowels, the sinus
pole can occur below the first formant. With an increase in
coupling, the pole-zero pair due to the sinus begins to
separate, and as the zero gets closer to F1, the amplitude of
F1 falls. For high vowels, however, if the pole-zero pair
due to the MS is above F1, then an increase in coupling
would only move the zero due to the sinus to a higher
frequency, and thus, further awav from F1. This observa-
tion supports the view offered by Stevens et al. �1987�
where it was suggested that the main reason behind the
reduction of F1 amplitude was the presence of the nasal
zero, not the increase in the bandwidth of poles.

• Increase in bandwidths: An increase in F1 and F2 band-
widths has also been cited as a cue for nasalization �Fant,
1960; House and Stevens, 1956�. It has been confirmed by
simulations that an increase in losses in the nasal cavity
has little effect on the bandwidth of formants affiliated
with the oral/pharyngeal cavities. Therefore, the band-
widths of all poles need not increase with the introduction
of nasalization. However, the poles belonging to the nasal
cavity would have higher bandwidths due to higher losses
in the nasal cavity because of soft walls and a larger sur-
face area. The bandwidths of other formants might appear
to be higher because of an unresolved extra pole lying
close by.

• Spectral flatness at low frequencies: Maeda �1982c� sug-
gested that a flattening of the nasalized vowel spectra in
the range of 300–2500 Hz was the principal cue for nasal-
ization. We now know that the introduction of a large num-

ber of extra poles leads to the filling up of valleys between
regular oral formants, and the larger prominence of extra
poles in the first formant region leads to the spectral flat-
ness effect being more prominent at low frequencies.

• Movement of the low frequency center of gravity to-
wards a neutral vowel configuration: Arai �2004�, Bed-
dor and Hawkins �1990�, Hawkins and Stevens �1985�, and
Wright �1986� noted a movement in the low frequency
center of gravity towards a neutral vowel configuration
with nasalization. The analysis above has shown that this
effect should be expected both for low and high vowels,
since, for low vowels extra poles are introduced below F1,
and for high vowels the extra poles above F1 increase in
prominence with nasalization. The extra poles would cause
the low frequency center of gravity for low vowels to de-
crease and for high vowels to increase.

• Reduction in the overall intensity of the vowel: House
and Stevens �1956� observed an overall reduction in the
amplitude of the vowel. This reduction is most likely due
to the presence of several zeros in the nasalized vowel
spectrum as shown in the simulations above.

• Shifts in pole frequencies: It must be remembered that the
nasal cavity is a large and complicated cavity, and also
gives a volume velocity output. Therefore, even a tiny
amount of coupling between the oral and nasal cavities can
introduce large changes in the spectrum. Poles can sud-
denly switch their affiliation from the oral cavity to the
nasal cavity. Thus, some of the prominent poles might now
be affiliated with the nasal cavity instead of the oral cavity.
It might as well be these nasal poles which seem to be
moving in frequency as the degree of coupling is changed.
Further, this effect need not be limited only to the low
frequency poles. As seen in the simulations in this study,
even F2 and F3 might also change significantly. Such
shifts in formant frequencies have been observed in the
past by Bognar and Fujisaki �1986�, Dickson �1962� and
Hawkins and Stevens �1985�.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper analyzed in detail the three most important
sources of acoustic variability in the production of nasalized
vowels: velar coupling area, asymmetry of nasal passages,
and the sinuses. This analysis was based on real anatomical
data, obtained by imaging the vocal tract of one American
English speaker using MRI. Area functions obtained from
the MRI data clearly show significant asymmetry between
the left and right nasal passages, and the left and right max-
illary sinuses of this speaker. A computer vocal tract model
called VTAR �Zhang and Espy-Wilson, 2004� was used to
simulate the spectra for nasalized vowels based on these area
functions. A simple extension to VTAR to calculate suscep-
tance plots was proposed and implemented for this study.
These susceptance plots have been used extensively in this
study to understand the introduction and the movement of
poles with changes in the velar coupling area.

The susceptance plots were also used to propose a sys-
tematic method to affiliate the poles to either the nasal tract
or the vocal tract �similar to Fujimura and Lindqvist �1971��
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to follow their evolution with changing velar coupling areas.
Analysis of pole movements with changing coupling area
showed that the rules concerning the behavior of the poles of
the transfer function �as proposed by Fujimura and Lindqvist
�1971� and Maeda �1993�� change when a realistic model is
assumed for velar coupling. Specifically, it was shown that:
�1� the frequency of zero crossings of the susceptance plots
changes with a change in the coupling area, and �2� pole
frequencies need not shift monotonically upwards with an
increase in coupling area. Further, as a consequence of �1�,
there could be cases where the order of principle cavity af-
filiations �as defined in this study� of the poles of the coupled
system change.

Analysis using two asymmetric nasal passages showed
that asymmetry between the left and right nasal passages
introduces extra pole-zero pairs in the spectrum due to the
branching effect where one of the passages acts as a zero
impedance shunt, thus short circuiting the other passage and
introducing a zero in the transfer function of the other pas-
sage. This result is in agreement with Dang et al. �1994�. The
exact location of the zero in the combined output of the two
passages obtained through simulations was found to be a
good match with the theoretical frequency calculated by as-
suming the distribution of the volume velocity into the two
passages in a ratio of the acoustic mass of the two passages
�as proposed in Stevens �1998, page 307��.

Simulations with the inclusion of maxillary and sphenoi-
dal sinuses showed that each sinus can potentially introduce
one pole-zero pair in the spectrum �maxillary sinuses pro-
duced the poles lowest in frequency�, thus confirming the
results of Dang and Honda �1996�. The effective frequencies
of these poles and zeros due to the sinuses in the combined
output of the oral and nasal cavities change with a change in
the oral cavity configuration for nasalized vowels. This
change in the oral cavity configuration may be due to a
change in the coupling area, or due to a change in the vowel
being articulated. Thus, it was predicted that even if there
was a way to find the frequencies of zeros due to sinuses, it
would not be correct to use the effects of sinuses in the
nasalized vowel regions as a cue for speaker recognition,
although the anatomical structure of the sinuses might be
different for every speaker. At the same time, it was also
shown that the locations of zeros due to the sinuses will not
change in the spectra of nasal consonants regardless of the
area functions of the nasal cavity and the oral side branch.
Hence, the effects of sinuses can be used as a cue for speaker
recognition in the nasal consonant regions. A more detailed
study of the application of the acoustic effects of sinus cavi-
ties to speaker recognition has been presented in Pruthi and
Espy-Wilson �2006�.
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APPENDIX A: PROCEDURE TO CALCULATE THE
SUSCEPTANCE PLOTS AND THE TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS

The susceptance plots and the transfer functions shown
in this work have been obtained using a model of the vocal
tract called VTAR �Zhang and Espy-Wilson, 2004�. A brief
description is as follows:

The input and output pressures �pin and pout� and volume
velocities �Uin and Uout� of a section of the vocal tract are
related by the transfer matrix

	pin

Uin

 = 	A B

C D

	pout

Uout

 , �A1�

where A, B, C, and D depend on the properties of the air and
the vocal tract walls and can be calculated by using the
transmission-line model �as shown in Zhang and Espy-
Wilson �2004��. The transfer function can then be calculated
as

Uout

Uin
=

1

CZout + D
, �A2�

where Zout= pout /Uout. The impedance at a point in the vocal
tract can be obtained as a by-product of the transfer function
calculation. Hence,

Zin =
pin

Uin
=

AZout + B

CZout + D
. �A3�

Every branch constitutes a parallel path. Therefore,
Zout1=1/ �1/Zin2+1/Zin3� �see Fig. 13�. Further, a branch
coupling matrix can be used to relate the state variables cross
the branching point. Therefore, for Fig. 13

	pout1

Uout1

 = 	 1 0

1/Zin3 1

	pin2

Uin2

 �A4�

and

	pout1

Uout1

 = 	 1 0

1/Zin2 1

	pin3

Uin3

 , �A5�

where Zin2 and Zin3 are obtained as shown in Eq. �A3�. Thus,
the impedance and transfer function at any point in the vocal
tract can be found by starting at the output and successively
considering each section of the vocal tract without any
branches, finding Zin, Uin and pin for that section, adding the
parallel contribution of any branches, and proceeding in that
manner to obtain the required input impedance and the trans-

FIG. 13. An illustration to show the procedure to calculate the transfer
functions and susceptance plots.
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fer function from the input to that particular output. This
procedure can, therefore, be used to obtain Zin1, Zin2, Zin3,
Uout2 /Uin1 and Uout3 /Uin1. The susceptance B is equal to the
imaginary part of the inverse of impedance Z �i.e., the ad-
mittance�. Thus, plotting the values of impedance/
susceptance and the transfer function with respect to fre-
quency generates the impedance/susceptance and the transfer
function plots.

To generate good impedance/susceptance plots, losses in
the model need to be removed. Losses in the model can be
removed by removing the resistive elements from the circuit,
which can be achieved by assuming zero resistance due to
flow viscosity, zero heat conduction, and infinite wall resis-
tance to remove the loss due to wall vibrations. It should also
be noted that for this lossless case,

Bin =
1

Zin
=

Uin

pin
=

CZout + D

AZout + B
, �A6�

where the susceptance Bin=� if either CZout+D=� or
AZout+B=0. Thus, Eqs. �A2� and �A6� also show that the
transfer function does not necessarily have zeros when Bin

=�. The transfer function will, however, have zeros when
CZout+D=�.
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